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VOLUMES OF VECTOR FIELDS ON SPHERES

SHARON L. PEDERSEN

Abstract. In this paper we study the problem: What is the unit vector field

of smallest volume on an odd-dimensional sphere? We exhibit on each sphere

a unit vector field with singularity which has exceptionally small volume on

spheres of dimension greater than four. We conjecture that this volume is the

infimum for volumes of bona fide unit vector fields, and is only achieved by the

singular vector field.

We generalize the construction of the singular vector field to give a family

of cycles in Stiefel manifolds, each of which is a smooth manifold except for

one singular point. Except for some low-dimensional cases, the tangent cones at

these singular points are volume-minimizing; and half of the cones are nonori-

entable. Thus, we obtain a new family of nonorientable volume-minimizing

cones.

Introduction

What are the optimal unit vector fields on a round unit sphere of odd dimen-

sion?

Here, optimal is taken to mean of minimum volume as a submanifold of

the unit tangent bundle. On a flat torus, the optimal unit vector fields are the

parallel ones. On the round unit {2k + l)-sphere S2k+X, no parallel vector
fields exist, but we can seek the best organized vector fields. Their organization
is rewarded by small volume.

Initial results on this problem are due to Gluck and Ziller, who showed [3]

that the Hopf vector fields are the unique optimal unit vector fields on S3 ; and

to Johnson, who showed [4] that on S5 the Hopf vector fields are only unstable

critical points of volume, and thus no longer optimal.

In this paper, we show that, beginning on S5, there exist unit vector fields

of exceptionally small volume, converging to a vector field with one singular-

ity. This result suggests the possibility that there exist no unit vector fields of

minimum volume on S" for « > 5. We conjecture that this is so, and, more-

over, that the limiting vector field with singularity is of minimum volume in its

homology class in the unit tangent bundle.

The construction of a singular vector field on Sn can be generalized to give a

singular field of orthonormal {k - 1 )-frames on Sn . Such a field can be viewed

as a certain cycle in the Stiefel manifold VkRn+x of orthonormal /c-frames in

R"+1 . In general, this cycle has one nonmanifold point. An infinite family of
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new examples of volume-minimizing cones is provided by the tangent cones at

the singular points of these cycles. This family of cones includes an infinite

family of unorientable cones.

1. History and definitions

The volume of a vector field F on a Riemannian manifold M is defined to

be its volume measured as a submanifold of the tangent bundle TM, using the

metric induced on TM by the metric on M. Letting dp be the volume form

on M, we have

VolF= / Jdet{I + {VV){VV)l)dp.
Jm

Thus, Vol V > Vol M, with equality if and only if V is parallel. We define an
optimal vector field on M to be a unit vector field of minimum volume among

all unit vector fields on M. (The methods used in this paper tend to look for

minima within a given homology class; however, since all unit vector fields on

a sphere lie in the same homology class, this will not be an obstacle here.) An

optimal vector field on a manifold need not exist, nor, if one does exist, need

it be unique.
Define a Hopf vector field, H2k+X, to be a unit vector field tangent to the fibers

of a Hopf fibration of S2k+X . Many beautiful properties of the Hopf fibrations

are described in [2]. The volumes of the Hopf vector fields are computed in [3]
to be YolH2k+x = 2k \olS2k+x, and the following theorem is proved.

Theorem 1 (Gluck-Ziller). The optimal unit vector fields on S3 are precisely the

Hopf vector fields.

However, it is shown in [4] that

Theorem 2 (Johnson). The Hopf vector fields on S2k+X are unstable for k > 1 .

A (nonsharp) lower bound for the volume of any unit vector field V on

S2k+X was given in [3]:

We simplify the constant c{k) as follows. Let a, = (2/). Rewrite c{k) as

cik) = iT,kaiak-i)/i2k) • Notice that fix) = 1/Vl - 4x = ¿ZkakXk , and so

ifix))2 = ¿Zl,kalak-iXk. But also {f{x))2 = 1/(1 -Ax) = Ek 4kxk ; hence

we obtain c{k) in closed form: c{k) = 4k/i2k). Applying Stirling's formula,

n\ ~ (n/e)"V2nn , shows that c{k) ~ Vnk .

2. A SINGULAR VECTOR FIELD

The problem of finding optimal vector fields on a sphere is related to the

problem of finding a minimizing cycle (vector field or not) in the homology

class of the unit vector fields, considered as submanifolds of US" .

Our singular vector field arose out of the idea that volume minimizing cycles

for the homology of a manifold should be found in the cut locus to a point of

the manifold.
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For example, on RP" the cut locus to a point, which is RP"_1, is volume

minimizing in its homology class [1].

As another example, a theorem of Tasaki [9] states that, in a compact, simple,

simply-connected Lie group, the cut locus of a point is volume-minimizing in

its homology class. The cut loci of such Lie groups typically have one or more

singular points, and are the exponential image of their tangent cones at one of

the singular points.

Fix {-po, vo) £ US" . (The reason for the apparently perverse choice of

name, {-po, Vo), will become clear when we define the generalized Pontrya-

gin cycles later.) Define W" to be the set of all vectors obtained by parallel

translating v0 along any great circle of S" passing through -p0 . That is,

Wn = {{A{-po),A{vo))\A£Q},

where Q denotes the set of all transformations in SO(« + 1 ) that simply rotate

a 2-plane containing po. W" is a vector field on S" - {po}. At po , the entire

fiber UPoS" is included in W".

In the special case n = 2, W2 = RP2 is the cut locus of {-po, -vo) in

US2 = RP3.
We shall see in §3 that W" is a subvariety of US" with one nonmanifold

point, {po, vo). The preceding description of W" has the disadvantage that

it gives the point {-po, vo) a distinguished role which it does not merit, and

obscures the role of {po, v0). An equivalent definition of W" which gives

{po, vq) a central role is

W" = {{Rx{Po), Rxivo)) \ x £ S"},

where Rx denotes reflection of R"+1 across the hyperplane xx . (The equiv-

alence of the definitions follows from the fact that any rotation in a 2-plane
containing p0 may be written as RxRPo for some x £ S" , and, conversely, the

composition RxRPo is a rotation in the 2-plane spanned by x and po •)

Proposition 3. The class [W2k+X] generates H2k+x{US2k+x, Z), and the class

[W2k] generates H2k{US2k , Z/2).

This follows from two simple facts: the maps

nt: H2k+x{US2k+x, Z) - H2k+x{S2k+x , Z),

and
n.: H2k{US2k , Z/2) - H2k{S2k , Z/2)

are isomorphisms; and the restriction n : W" —> S" is a map of degree one. In

particular, we have the following

Corollary 4. W2k+X is in the same integral homology class as the unit vector

fields on S2k+X.

In addition, we note that

Proposition 5. The cycle W2k+X can be approximated by vector fields.

Using conformai stretching, we show how to construct vector fields that are in

fact identical to W2k+X outside a Riemannian e-ball Ue on S2k+X of radius e

about po . Let /: S2k+x-{po} >-> R2k+X be stereographic projection. Let F be a
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smooth unit vector field on S2k+X with V{-p0) = v0. Let V, = {f~x)t{tf{V)).

iVtiPo) is defined to be V{p0).) Then Vt converges to W2k+X as t ^ oo.

Away from p0, Vt comes to look more and more parallel along the great circles

through -po . Thus, for large enough t, we can perturb V, and make it agree
with W2k+X outside UE.

3. Facts about Pontryagin cycles

3.1. Definition. Let VkR"+x denote the Stiefel manifold of ordered orthonor-

mal k-frames in R"+1 . Fix an orthonormal basis {ex, e2, ... , en+x} in R"+1 .

Identify a k-frame {f , f2, ... , fk} with the {n + l)-by-/c matrix having f
as its i'th column. Let E = {ex, e2, ... , ek). Metrize VkR"+x by declaring

the projection n: SO(« + 1) —> VkR"+x given by Ch CE to be a Riemannian

submersion.

Given a unit vector x £ R"+x, let Rx £ 0{n + 1) denote reflection across

the hyperplane x1-. Fix a unit vector z e span(73')-L. Define the generalized

Pontryagin cycle to be

PI = {RXRZE | x £ S"} c VkR"+x.

(Notice that RZE = E. We include Rz in the notation to make it clear that

RXE = RXRZE is in the orbit of E under SO(«+1), and thus that Pk actually

lies in VkR"+x as defined.)

Proposition 6. Pk is homeomorphic to RP" with an RP"~k smashed to a point

and is smooth except at E.

To prove the homeomorphism, notice that RXRZE = RxRyE if and only

if either x = ±y or x, y £ span{E)x . So we get a degree 2 map RP" i-> Pk

with an equatorial RP"~k , the image of span(£)x , collapsing to a single image
point, E . This also makes clear the smoothness assertion.

Notice that P" is the same as W" , and that P" is one of the classical cycles

in SO(« + 1) defined by Pontryagin in [8].

3.2. Group action.   Define embeddings

k: SO(/c)^SO(«+ 1),
'A       0

1 0    Ai+i-fc

and

I: SO(« + 1 - A:) -> SO(/i + 1),

h    0
1  0    A

An action by isometries of SO(n+l)xSO(fc) on VkR"+x is given by {A,B){CE)
= ACEB~X = ACB~XE. Note that EB = BKE because, in matrix form,

E = (7j). The isotropy subgroup of E under this action is

G = {{AxBk ,B)\A£ SO(« + 1 - k), B£ SO(Ac)} .

G is isomorphic to SO(« + 1 - k) x SO(/c). The action of G preserves Pk

because {AkBK , B){RXRZE) = RA)iBk{x)RzE .
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3.3. Tangent cone. Given xo £ span(7i')J- and xx £ span(£), let x{9) =

(cosfy)xn + (sinfy)xi. The geodesic RX(e)Rz of SO(«+l) projects to a geodesic

of VkR"+x. Since every x £ S" may be written as x{6) for some xo, xx, and

6, we see that Pk is a union of geodesies passing through the singular point

E ; that is,

Proposition 7.  Pg is the exponential image of TCEPk , its tangent cone at E.

A routine computation shows that

ÖQiRcoseß(x)+smeu(y)RzE)\g=o = ~2\xyt) '

if x and y are unit vectors. To explain the notation: p: Rn+X~k —> soa^E)1-

and v:Rk -> span(£') are fixed isomorphisms. The tangent vectors in

7) SO(« + 1 ) orthogonal to SO(« + k - 1 ) may be written in the form ( ̂  ~f )

where N £ so{k) and M is an {n + l)-by-A: matrix. Then any tangent vector

in TE VkR"+l is of the form *, ( NM ~f ) = ( » ).

Consider the subspace

V=l i^) | M is an {n + l)-by-k matrix! c TEVkRn+x.

The induced action of G on V is the same as the usual tensor product action
of SO(« + 1 - k) x SO(fc) on R("+'-fe)* . Clearly, TCEP£ is the cone over the
orbit of a point under this action. Therefore,

Proposition 8.   TCEPk  is the cone over S"~k <8> Sk~x.

Notice that we have also shown that G acts transitively on the geodesies in
P£ through E.

We shall see in Proposition 12 that the tangent cone at the singularity of Pk

is volume minimizing for most n and k . The exceptions are P23 = W3, whose

tangent cone is unstable; and P£ = W4 , for which stability of its tangent cone

is undecided.

3.4. Minimality.

Proposition 9. The cycle Pk  is minimal at each smooth point.

We prove this by showing that the mean curvature of Pk vanishes at each

point, other than E, of the geodesic g{6) = R{COsd)z+{sm8)elPzE. Since

G{g - {E}) = Pfe" - {E} , PI - {E} is minimal.
Minimality along g follows from a stronger statement: at each smooth point

x of g, there exists an orthonormal basis {zx, ... , zk} for TXP^ such that

ß{zi, Zj) = 0 for i = I, ... , k. {ß denotes the second fundamental form.)

Then certainly the mean curvature of Pk , which is tr ß , vanishes.

The existence of the basis {zx, ... , zk} again follows from a stronger fact:

there exist rc-dimensional and {n + 1 - A:)-dimensional submanifolds of Pg

that intersect along g and are totally geodesic inside VkR"+x. In fact, the

A:-dimensional submanifold is M = {RXRZE \ x £ span(£, z)} and the

{n + 1 - fc)-dimensional submanifold is

N = {RXRZE | x £ span(é>i, ek+x, ek+2, ... , en+x)}

= {{f,e2,ei, ... ,ek) \ f £ span(<?i, ek+x, ek+2, ... , en+x)}.
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Notice that Pfc is totally geodesic in Sk+X = VkRk+x and the inclusion

e: ^R*+1 «-♦ VkR"+x

given by identifying R^+1 with span(£', z) is totally geodesic. Thus M is

totally geodesic in VkR"+x, since M = e{Pk). Also the inclusion

C: ^R"-1"2-* ̂  VkR"+x

given by identifying Rn+2-k with span(e¡, ek+x, ek+2, ... , en+x) and augment-

ing a 1-frame {/} to a A:-frame {f, e2, e->,, ... , ek) is totally geodesic. Thus

N is totally geodesic in VkR"+x, since N = C{VxR"+2~k).

4. Volume

In this section we compute the volume of the singular unit vector field W"

on S" and show that it is exceptionally small. We shall prove that

Theorem 10. The volume of W" is

Vol W" = -^- VolS" = c{n - 1) VolS" .
in-l )

Recall that c{k) = 4k/\f2k) is the lower bound for the normalized volume,

Vol VI VolS2**1, of any unit vector field V on S2k+X .

The normalized volume of the Hopf vector field on S2k+X is 2k . It follows

immediately that

Corollary 11. For k>2, Vol W2k+X < VolH2k+x.

Since, as noted in §1, c{k) ~ y/ñk, we find that Vol W2k+X/ VolS2k+x ~

V2nk. That is, the normalized volume of the singular unit vector field grows

at the same rate as the lower bound.

To prove Theorem 10, we shall slice W" into round {n - 2)-spheres and

integrate the volume of these spheres. To name these spheres efficiently, we

introduce some notation.

Given a point p of a metric space {M, d), let 'Lfip) denote the metric

sphere of radius r about p:

lfi{p) = {q£M\d{g,p) = r}.

Let 7i: W" -> S" be the natural projection. If A c S" , let W{A) = n~x{A).

We shall use the description of W" as the set of all vectors obtained by

parallel translating a fixed vector v0 £ TPoS" along any great circle passing

through po .
Let y{t) = exppo tvo . This is a great circle in S" .

Let S"-X{<p) = ZfiPo). For <p £ (0, n),  W{S"~x{<t>)) is diffeomorphic to
S"~x.

Let S"-2{4>, 6) = If ~\y(<f>)). For cp, 6 £ (0, n), the slice W{S"-2{4>, 6))

is isometric to a round sphere of radius r = sin 6y sin2 6 + cos2 0(1 - cos0)2.

To see that W{S"~2{4>, 6)) is round, note that the action of SO(« - 1) on

{Po Avo)"1 c R"+1 induces an action of SO{n - 1) by isometries on W" that is
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transitive on the tangent planes to W{S"-2{cj), 9)). Therefore, W{S"-2{<p, 9))

has constant curvature.

To find the radius of W{S"-2{<¡>, 9)), let g be a great circle of W{S"-2{<p, 9)),
parametrized by length. Let G{t) = W{g{t)) = {g{t), v{t)). Then the loop G
is traversed in time T = 2;rsin</>sino. It is traversed at rate

R = \G'\ = y/\{g')2\ + \Vg>v\ = y/l+cos2ö(l-cosö/sin0)2.

The length of G is RT, and the radius of W{S"-2{(t), 9)) is RT/{2n).
Letting d^a and dgo denote arclength in the <j> and 9 directions, respec-

tively, we have

Vol W" = í     [    Vol W{S"-2{<t>, 9)) d^a dea.
Jij>=o Je=o

Substituting d+o = d<p, deo = ún{<p/2)d9, and VolS"-2 = ^VolS", we
obtain

Vol^=«_-_l_  j*     r/2sin«-2ö(sm2ö + cos2ö(1_cos0)2)(«-2)/2
Vol 6"        n   y^=0ye=o

x 2ûn{^/2)d9d(p.

Now substitute u — (1 - cos</j)/2 and v = sin2 9 . Use binomial expansion

and the beta function (see [5]) B{x, y) = J0l tx~x{l - t)y~x dt to get

Vol^" = 2"-2(n-l)v/^\        ■

VolS" n ¿~,\ j p    >
j

x /   / u"!2-^^"!2-3'2*'^ -u)-x'2{l -v)-yl2dudv
Jo Jo

'1l'EÇfy-l>iB(n/2 + j,l/2)B{n/2-l/2 + j,l/2)
n

j

2"~2{n- 1) v-//iTa>^ilym(-i)v_ï_
n        ¿-<\j)K    > n/2-l/2 + j

= 2"~2{n-l) [ x("-3)/2(l -x)("~2)/2dx.
Jo

VolW" 2,       .^fn-l    n

Hence

(!) ^_ = 2"-(„-.)iv   2    ,2

The functions g{k) = 2k~xkB{k/2, {k + l)/2) and c{k) = 4*/(2*) satisfy
the same recursion relation,

2rC
fl* = 2FTTfl*-i-

Also g-(l) = c{l). Therefore g{k) = c{k) for all k > 1. Substituting c(n - 1)
for g{n - 1) in the right-hand side of (1) gives us the desired formula and
completes the proof of Theorem 10.
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5. Minimizing cones

Recall that in §3 we found cycles Pg £ VkR"+x . In this section we shall show

that

Proposition 12. The tangent cone at the singularity of Pk is volume minimizing

for k > 3, n > 3, and for k = 2, n > 5.

Recalling that the tangent cone to Pk is the cone over S"~k ® Sk~x , this

assertion follows as a corollary of the following theorem.

Theorem 13. The cones over Sq <8> Sr are volume minimizing for q, r > 2 and

for q=l, r > 3.

S9 <S> Sr is defined to be the image of the map

Sq x Sr -^ R^+x)(-r+x\

{x, y) î-* x <g> y = xy'.

Thus the i, j entry of xy' is x¡yj. (We identify R(«+1)(r+1) with the set of

(^r + i)_by-(r-f-1) real matrices.) The cone over Sq<giSr is the set of all rank one

{q + 1 )-by-(r + 1 ) matrices; Sq <g> Sr is the set of all rank one {q + 1 )-by-(r + 1 )

matrices of norm one. Sq <g> Sr is orientable precisely when q and r have the

same parity. Some special cases: the cone over Sx ® Sx is the cone over the

Clifford torus inside S3. The cone over Sx ® S3 is the cone over U(2) c S7.

Both of these cones have been previously classified—the former is unstable, and

the latter was shown to be stable in [6].

We shall prove Theorem 13 as a corollary of a theorem of Lawlor [6]. Before

we can state Lawlor's theorem, we must define some terms and notation.

Let Bk~x be a compact minimal submanifold (not necessarily orientable) of

S"~x c R" , and denote by C the cone over B in R" with vertex at the origin.

Let vB denote the normal bundle of B c S"~x. If p £ B and v e vpB is a
unit vector, define norm {p, v), the normal radius of B at p in the direction

v , to be the smallest positive value of t such that exp^ tv £ B, where exp is

taken inside S"~x . Define norm(P), the minimum normal radius of B, to be

min{norm(/?, v) \ p £ B, v £ vpB} .
Lawlor's method of proving a cone minimizing is to construct a certain ho-

mothetically invariant volume-nonincreasing projection n: R" —> C that is the

identity on C. If the construction can be carried out, then n vanishes outside

a wedge of angular radius a around C. The necessary vanishing angle a is

the solution to a differential equation involving the norm of the second funda-

mental form of B and the dimension of C. This equation constitutes a local

condition for the construction to work. If the equation is unsolvable, then un-

der certain conditions C can be shown to be unstable. However, the equation

may be unsolvable and yet C might still be stable, or even minimizing. Even

if the equation is solvable, there may be global obstructions to constructing the

projection. However, the following is true:

Theorem 14 (Lawlor). If the minimum normal radius of B is greater than or

equal to twice the vanishing angle of B, then C is volume minimizing both in

the class of integral currents and in the class of integral currents modulo 2.

We shall apply Lawlor's theorem to the case B = Sq <g> Sr, k = qr + 1,

n = {q+l){r+l).
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Since Sq ® Sr is homogeneous, we may compute its minimum normal ra-

dius by computing the normal radius at a single point. Fix orthonormal bases

{eo,ex, ... ,eq} and {fo, fx, ... , fr} for Rq+X and Rr+1, respectively. Let

P = Co ® fo ■ We may identify e, <g> f with tangent vectors to R(«+1)(''+1). In

particular, {x¡ = e¡ <g> fo}¡>x U {y¡ = eo ® fj}j>\ is an orthonormal basis for
Tp{Sq ®Sr), and {z,7 = e¡ <g> yy}/,y>i is an orthonormal basis for vp{Sq <g> Sr).

For every nonzero v £ vp{Sq ® Sr) and every nonzero t, the matrix p + tv

is of rank two, hence norm(/>, v) > n/2. (Notice that, for tt/2 < / < n/2,

exVptv is the projection onto S"~x of p + {tant)v .) Since expp{n/2){eo®fx) =

Co ® f\, we see that norm(p, v) = n/2. Hence the minimum normal radius of

Sq <8> Sr is n/2.

We use a table computed by Lawlor [6] to estimate the vanishing angle, a,

of Sq <g> Sr. To use this table, we need to know two numbers: the dimension,

k, of C, and the minimum over all points p £ B and unit vectors v £ vpB of

||/?"||. (Here, ßv denotes the second fundamental form of B in the direction

v.) Again, since Sq ® Sr is homogeneous, we need only compute ||/?"|| at

p = eo® fo- A routine calculation shows that

ß{Xi, Xj) = 0,        ß{yt, yj) = 0,        ß{xt, yj) = zu.

If v = ¿ZaijZij is a unit vector, then ßv = {ß, v) and \\ßv\\2 = ¿Zaij + ¿Zaij =

2, independent of v\
For k > 5 and min H^^H2 = 2, Lawlor's table shows that the vanishing

angle is less than or equal to 27.3°. (For fixed min \\ßv\\2 , the vanishing angle

decreases as k increases.) Therefore, when qr + 1 > 5, the minimum normal

radius, 90°, is at least twice the vanishing angle and the cone over Sq ® Sr is

minimizing. This happens when q, r > 2 and when q = 1, r > 3 .

When k < 4 and min||/?"||2 = 2, the vanishing angle does not exist and

therefore the version of Lawlor's theorem given here does not apply. While the

Clifford torus is known to be unstable, there remains the following

Question 15. Is the cone over Sx ® S2 stable or unstable? If it is stable, is it

volume minimizing?
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